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A popular writer with international fame; of course; is able to influence the 
formation of the literary biases of his readership: “Every time I hear from people: 
there is nothing to read; help me understand; what is happening in general? The 
people are confused: there is no prose; poetry is dead… I tell you in detail: so-and-so 
writes about it; such-and-such a book has been published; well, in general, about 
what is happening with literature…” [2]. In Russian literature; from the point of view 
of Zakhar Prilepin; one can generally find “everything in the world of thought”; since 
it is “one of; the three world's strongest literatures”; even; in his opinion; is “the 
strongest”, which is “more expensive than oil and gas”. Classical examples of 
Russian literature for Z.Prilepin are part of the “Divine” and “his own nature”, while 
he considers “to compare himself with the Russian classics” incorrect and 
inappropriate. 
The fact that “many modern writers ... do not read books themselves”; Z.Prilepin 
is ready to recognize “paradoxical”; because if the writers “were in the time of 
A.S.Pushkin and N.V.Gogol” just did not read contemporaries; wanting “to waste 
time” only on “really high-quality product”; then “they would not know the literature 
of the Golden Age”. The modern Russian literary process characterized as extremely 
heterogeneous; in the words of M.A.Chernyak; “motley; controversial; multifaceted”. 
Such “versatility”; which inevitably entails the emergence of “new names; genres; 
concepts”, is not least connected with the natural adaptation of literature to the 
general socio-cultural situation and to its updated reader. It is curious that this 
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adaptation occurs through the inevitable appeal to the past, to its deepest foundations. 
Many trends in the 2000s have existed before. 
Russian literature of “today”; according to Z.Prilepin; is “the surest 
thermometer”; showing “complete disintegration of values” at a time when “it was 
just a move to talk about normal things”; and “everything is a logical”. According to 
Zakhar Prilepin; the “failure” that was formed in literature in the 90s when “a 
thinking person; a reader ... found himself in some wasteland” was overcome; and 
“literature began to regain its positions”.  
The book is a collection of interviews with Prilepin modern authors; the choice 
of which he calls “deeply subjective”. The writer speaks only with those who are 
“interested” to him; with whom “fate has confronted him”; therefore, the book is 
“isolated parts of a huge literary mosaic”. At the same time; the author explains that 
the book contains no interviews with the “living classics” of Russian literature like 
Valentin Rasputin; “many prose writers and poets of the older generation” and 
“Prominent critics and editors”; therefore, the collection does not at all claim to “A 
comprehensive portrait of literature”. In the “Preface”; Prilepin draws the reader’s 
attention to the fact that the list of questions he selected for “conversations” with 
different representatives of Russian literature is about the same; and the author of the 
collection “did not try to argue” with any of the interviewees; but “just listened” to 
each other; representing “a voice-over”. 
Note that the consonant are also the views of Yuzefovich and Prilepin on the 
awareness of the significance of the historical past. Leonid Abramovich believes that 
“the broader historical reality a prose writer operates on; the more he sees 
coincidences”; that “the past is a lot can say ... because it is noticeably eternal”. 
Zakhar Prilepin; who invariably seeks answers to pressing questions in the 20th and 
19th centuries and devoted a whole book to such “historical coincidences”; adheres to 
the same opinion (“No Stranger's Troubles” 2015). It is also obvious to Yuzefovich 
that the writer should first be concerned not with “what stories he chooses” for the 
narration, but their appearance on paper. “On time”. Prilepin is also thinking in the 
same direction; stating, “Some things need to be read on time”, contrary to the 
conventional wisdom that in modern Russia “there is absolutely nothing to read”. 
However, there is a noticeable discrepancy in the Yuzefovich – Prilepin 
coordinate system. Which is no less important for identifying certain 
autopsychological dominants in the text “Name Day of the Heart”. Therefore, Leonid 
Yuzefovich is convinced that “a writer should not have political views” because 
“political engagement requires truncation of reality” whereas for Zakhar Prilepin it is 
obvious that the creator “would be foolish and despicable to ignore politics and 
sociology in our day” otherwise; “FIG then need this writer? …”. We see that it is 
much more important for Prilepin not to convince his interlocutors and readers that he 
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is right; but to receive comprehensive answers to his questions concerning Russia and 
Russian literature; their past; present and future. 
Zakhar Prilepin suggests the same topics for reflection “Literary peers”; 
representatives of the “new era” – “the next tectonic shift”. With each of the “young” 
authors; Prilepin talks about relatives; writers of interest to him; and is interested in 
the degree of everyone’s involvement in the modern literary process. 
So; the opinion of Andrei Rubanov about Eduard Limonov; one of the favorite 
artists of the word Zakhar Prilepin; as a “whole” person; “able to keep the word”; 
clearly consonant with Prilepin's perception. Rubanov notes the quality of Limonov's 
prose; which; of course; appeals to Prilepin: “His personal experience is put at the 
forefront of his experience”. Note that this characteristic is characteristic of both 
Prilepin and Ruban texts. In addition, the opinion of Rubanoff that is not worth “To 
publicly discuss the work of others”; and his desire to treat the literary process “rather 
as an attentive consumer than as a participant”; Prilepin is not ready to share. 
German Sadulayev’s statement that he does not have time to read his 
contemporaries to litter them with garbage is also not close to him. Prilepin himself is 
of the opinion that writers should “delight in language and culture; politics and 
religion; and the nation” and a book written by another should be “perceived ... as 
another coin thrown into a common piggy bank”. At the same time, Sadulayev’s view 
of the war in Chechnya Prilepin is so clear and close that “all the horror created by 
the Russians in Chechnya” was “much more clearly understood not from what he saw 
or from communication with dozens of Chechens; but from the book of German 
Sadulayev”. Of course; here we can talk about a certain psychological relationship 
between the two authors; since they were physically on different sides of the 
barricades during the Chechen events; and it is impossible to call the events 
experienced by them biographically close. In a conversation with Sergei Shargunov; 
Prilepin’s interest in women's prose is clearly visible; namely; the distinctive features 
that exist between her and men's prose. Shargunov’s statement that “female 
physiology; the female nature of glamor by definition”; Prilepin will quote in an 
interview with Anna Kozlova; Tatyana Nabatnikova; Vasilina Orlova; apparently; 
with the aim of determining as accurately as possible her own attitude towards him 
and this issue in general. At the same time, it is impossible to state unequivocally that 
Prilepin fully shares the position expressed by Shergunov. 
Curious is the fact that; despite the extremely poor representation of female 
writers in “Name Day of the Heart”; Zakhar Prilepin notes with particular feeling that 
among all of his interlocutors; only two women “pronounced those clear and 
sensitive thoughts”; “I would like to formulate myself; first; before them”. This 
recognition precedes the conversation with Tatyana Nabatnikova; in whose work 
Prilepin particularly emphasizes the “goodwill” and “restraint” of the submission. At 
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the same time; the writer's judgments are distinguished by their rigor and 
peremptoryness (which; of course; reveals the very psychological relationship of 
which Prilepin speaks). 
Therefore; Tatyana Nabatnikova is sure that “it is senseless to lay claim to 
someone else’s place”; but even her; “the one and only; nobody can take”. Zakhar 
Prilepin; in turn; declares: “I do not envy anyone. He was not jealous of either 
success or strangers' biographies. I have everything – Motherland; children; readers; 
friends. And if something is not enough for me; I will take it away”. Both Prilepin 
and Nabatnikova are ready to argue with the truths. which the majority think of as 
capitals. The writer; for example; does not like the adage “a thin world is better than a 
good quarrel”; since “the notorious political correctness often pushes the sore into the 
depths; and then it breaks through with a purulent boil” and “a good quarrel 
aggravates the relationship and helps eliminate latent mistakes”. 
Prilepin also abhorred the expression “start with yourself”: “Start with yourself 
– one of the most disgusting phrases for me ... I will eat bread; love my wife; and if I 
need to punish a villain; I will start with him; not with myself” because “if I start with 
myself; he will run faraway”. Zahara Prilepin; the writer Anna Kozlova; is also 
related to the rejection of “half tones in life and in prose”. The writer notes that the 
writer works “with taste and without false tact; with amazing energy; with cynicism; 
and sometimes with passion demonstrating amazing honesty”. Certainly; some 
features of the writer’s style; indicated here by Prilepin; can also be attributed to him. 
For the uncompromising Anna Kozlova; it is obvious that “the only way to keep 
one’s mind is to treat what you are doing is not quite serious”. Since “there is nothing 
more terrible than someone who was wrapped in a scarf with pills; drunk with fake 
vodka; a graduate of the Literary Institute; who has been telling for two hours present 
about their genius”.  
Zakhar Prilepin also believes that a writer who treats himself as “the best 
Russian writer of the last ten years”, risks becoming a “patient of a hospital for 
schizophrenics”. It is curious that; in this case; male prose; according to Kozlova; 
differs from female prose precisely in the fact that «a man rarely has enough spirit to 
treat himself skeptically as the author». It is worth noting here that in some Prilepin 
texts; we once already noted signs of combining different gender consciousnesses – 
male and female when trying to find some literary inconsistencies in the works of 
Zakhar Prilepin and Vera Polozkova. 
The choice of these names was not accidental; and it determined primarily by 
the fact that the authors at the beginning of the creative path were interested in each 
other's work. Prilepin called Polozkov “the first poetess of Russia” Polozkova; in 
turn; was inclined to see in Prilepin not only an interesting writer; but also the 
embodiment of a truly masculine view of the world: “He is cool; he is victorious”. 
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Certainly, the author’s personality reflected in different ways in the epos and 
lyrics: each kind of literature has its own specific features. Therefore; we will focus; 
first of all; on the titles; where the seal of the author’s personality manifests itself 
most clearly where the distinction is made “Male” and “female” literature in the 
modern world. 
The analytical development of these authors makes it clear that the vast majority 
of their works are autopsychological; that they do not just recreate abstract images of 
a man with female traits in the first case; and women with a male feature set in the 
second; but combine these two oxymoronic principles. Trying to make sense of it, 
Polozkova will “I think that there is no female or male poetry? If you are talking to 
people as you are with your peers; it doesn’t matter if you have more – male or 
female”. All this makes it possible to understand that in this case the prose writer and 
the poet tend to combine in themselves a polar incompatible. In addition, Prilepin is 
interested in observing such personality traits in other writers. As a result, 
“hierarchies in modern literature have developed with minimal participation of the 
writers themselves” whereas “traditionally ... literature was perceived as a field of 
general work”. Not trying to idealize the modern literary process, Z. Prilepin 
nevertheless comes to an unequivocal conclusion: “There is good literature in Russia. 
Do not think that all of it consists of what heard. Russian literature is much wider”. 
Z.Prilepin offers themes for reflection to his “literary peers”; representatives of 
the “new era” – “the next tectonic shift”. With each of the “young” authors; he talks 
about relatives; writers of interest to him; and is interested in the degree of 
involvement of everyone in the modern literary process. Certainly, the author’s 
personality reflected in different ways in the epos and lyrics: each kind of literature 
has its own specific features. All this makes it possible to understand that in this case 
the prose writer and the poet tend to combine in themselves a polar incompatible. In 
addition, such features of Z.Prilepin are interesting to observe in contemporary 
writers and poets. 
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